
Invitation

ASACA has the honor to give you heartwarming invitation our booth on “Inter BEE 2016” will 
hold at the Makuhari Messe for 3 days from 16th to 18th November. In our broadcast facility, 
updating of 2K terrestrial broadcasting equipment, such as satellite 4K broadcast starting 
from 2018, 12G-SDI of the equipment interface, major changes such as IP will have been 
assumed. In our booth, as 4K equipment "DUX series 4K up-converter / down converter, HDR 
color collector", the other to exhibit such as "HDR corresponding 4K test signal generator 
TG4000", NMI(networked media interface) releases upcoming support equipment, will be 
announced in the 12G-SDI compatible devices. We also will be a lot of exhibition items to be 
active in the broadcasting field and manufacturing site.
We sincerely hope you will be able to take a few moments to drop by our booth and see how 
we can satisfy meet your company’s needs. 

Kouta Morishita
President & C.O.O.
ASACA Corporation

Head office / Hino factory
3-2-28 Asahigaoka, Hino-City, Tokyo, 191-0065, Japan
Tel : +81-42-583-1211      Fax : +81-42-586-9000

http://www.asaca.co.jp
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Hall map     Our company will exhibit at the Exhibition at Hall 4.

Booth No. 4404

To Kaihin-Makuhari Station
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File-based Standard converter
VCX series
Fast conversion process more than the normal speed 
in the file to file
Reduce the jerkiness in high-precision motion 
compensation technology
Application deployment to the Cloud computing

HDRHDR

HDR support 4K test signal generator
TG4000A
Test signal generation of HDR available
3840x2160 / 4096x2160 pixel
SQD, 2SI correspondence
Genlock function

*Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.
*Names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers.

L-Alert reception and distribution system
SF-LIT01
This is a system that distribute the information 
accessible format on the transmission side, to receive 
the information of L-Alert (disaster information sharing 
system)

Character Generator
ATG-80RMT
Still image creation and playout by 
a simple operation
ATG-80: FILL / KEY output model
ATG-81: DSK model

4K up-converter / down converter
DUX-105/106
High-quality, low-delay, 4K structure conversion,
Colorimetry conversion
2U chassis enables a built-in 10 units

DUX series
HDR⇔SDR conversion (color collector)
Still-image and video files, etc

Audio and Video Recorder
AVR-802B / 802B-S
Video / Still image 2 system playback
One touch switch controller cooperation and raw data 
sharing between systems
File-based operation with high-speed network
XDCAM MXF file import corresponding
Plans to 4K

NMI enabled devices
Agree to NMI
Announces the Initiatives for NIM

Ancillary support equipment
DU Series / AID-80
DU-187/188 SCTE104 inserter / decoder
DU-480 4K VANC inserter / decoder
AID-80 ID detection superimpose equipment

12G⇔⇔⇔⇔3G converter
Interconversion of 12G-SDI⇔3G-SDI × 4

HDRHDR

Corresponding to the IP and 12G-SDI

4K · HDR-enabled equipment

HD equipment

Software product


